Enhanced induction of SV40 replication from transformed mammalian cells by fusion with UV-irradiated untransformed cells.
DNA-damaging agents such as ultraviolet (UV) light are known to cause stimulation of virus replication in SV40-transformed hamster and human cells. The dose-response curves of UV-induced SV40 replication in transformed hamster cells resemble that obtained for UV-enhanced reactivation (ER) and UV-enhanced mutagenesis (EM) of SV40 or herpes viruses in mammalian cells. We have investigated whether UV-enhanced production of SV40 from transformed hamster (THK) and human (NB-E) cells belongs to the same category of conditional responses as ER and EM. To answer this question we have made use of the phenomenon that fusion of the SV40-transformed cells with monkey cells that are permissive to SV40 results in a considerable increase in the production of SV40 virus. When THK or NB-E cells were fused with UV-irradiated CV-1 cells at various times after irradiation, induction of SV40 was further increased and reached a maximum value of 2--3-fold when fusion was delayed for 24-48 h after irradiation. The kinetics of enhanced SV40 induction resembled that of ER and EM, suggesting that the UV-stimulated part of the induction represents one of the pleiotropic responses that are transiently induced in mammalian cells by DNA-damaging agents. Evidence is presented, showing that this transient effect can be induced only in cells that are permissive to SV40 replication. This suggests that the enhanced induction observed after fusion with irradiated monkey cells may be attributed to a transient increase in the activity of "permissiveness' factors. No enhanced induction was found when the THK or NB-E cells were fused with irradiated rodent cells, that are not or only slightly permissive to SV40 replication.